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Please send me free of charge: 

 KIPP Catalogue Operating parts | Standard elements
 22,000 Products for every application  

 KIPP Catalogue Workholding systems
 Simple solutions for complex requirements

 KIPP CAD-library 2D/3D
 Perfect design data for quick 
 planning results
  

Or simply request documentation from the internet under: www.kipp.com WE01ENPR1607

HEINRICH KIPP WERK offers a comprehensive range of various grips and knobs:

KIPP MEDI grip

Pull handles "Miniwing" grips Wing grips

Five lobe grips Clamping levers with external thread Clamping levers with internal thread

Mushroom knobs with external thread Mushroom knobs with internal thread Star grips
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HEINRICH KIPP WERK KG
Heubergstraße 2
72172 Sulz am Neckar
GERMANY

Tel. +49 7454 793-0
Fax +49 7454 793-7982

info@kipp.com 
www.kipp.com

Clamping Technology     Standard Elements     Operating Parts     
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Unique character
and effect

MEDI grip NEW ANTIBACTERIAL THROUGH MICRO-SILVER

The new MEDI grip product line was specially developed by KIPP 

for areas with the highest hygienic requirements. The products 

have an ergonomic design. 

By using a special plastic containing micro-silver, 

the surfaces have an antibacterial effect. 

This is highly effective against harmful bacteria (e.g. multi-resi-

stant  germs MRSA). The silver particles are incorporated into the 

plastic and are active throughout the entire product life cycle.

How it works:

Silver ions prevent harmful microorganisms from breeding on 

the product surface. A constant reduction of the existing germs 

on the MEDI grip products is promoted. 

Between cleaning cycles, the risk of infection from contact is 

significantly reduced. Confirmation from an accredited testing 

laboratory is available.

 Antibacterial effect throughout 

 the entire life-cycle

  Resistant to damp and cleaning agents

  A proven KIPP Design product

  No toxic side effects

  100% KIPP quality

= Unique character and effect

12

Bacterial break-down 
within 12 h.

Application:
Mounting on equipment and plants in areas with high hygienic requirements.

The plastic is enriched 

throughout with silver 

particles so that the effect is 

guaranteed over the entire 

life-cycle. 

Rehabilitation / nursing homes

Hospitals

Medical technology / Laboratories Research / Aerospace

Clinics / Waiting Foodstuff production
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